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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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MINUTES OF MTA PROGRESS MEETING 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17 2 1950 

Present: UCRL: Alvarez, Brobeck, Brown, Christy, Cooksey, Hansen, Latimer, 
Lawrence, Lofgren, Longacre, Martin, McKissen, MCMillan, 
Norton, Panofsky, Serber, Sewell, Twitchell, Van Atta 

CRDC': Chaffe, Cope, Fossati, Hansen, Hildebrand, Maker, Powell 

AEC: Ball, Fidler 

Professor Lawrence said that as a result of his recent trip east he is con
vinced that the MTA program will rece~ve even greater emphasis in the future. 

Maker said that at Livermore all 3 of the ·vacuum manifolds have been mounted 
in place, 2 of the reinforcing rings for the tank have been erected, and 3 
more are being assembled on the ground. The roof is scheduled to go on 
beginning the m~ddle of December. The west tunnel has been completed and 
work has begun on the foundation for the building wall. Excavation has begun 
~or a new room off the south tunnel for housing the power supply for the 
injector. 

Brobeck said a meeting was held recently to discuss the L-1 test cavity as 
stated last week. The diameter is to be about 25 feet and the length of the 
cavity .about 40 feet. The power for the drift tube magnet in the single long 
drift tube will be about )00 k~lowatts, while that required for the magnet in 
the half drift tube will be about 150 KW, The specifications for the oscil
lator power supply for the L-1 cavity have not been decided upon yet. Th~ 
estimated power to excite the cavity of about 7 megawatts does not include 
any miscellaneous losses such as at joints or loss by radiation through 
openings in the liner. To allow for these uncertainties,somewhere between 8 
and 10 megawatts will be allowed for excitation of the cavity. This will mean 
a DC power input to the oscill~s of between 10 and 15 megawatts depending 
upon oscillator efficiency and upon the power Jna.rgin for the attainment of 
field gradients in excess of that corresponding to an energy gain by the . 
deuterons of 0. 5 Mev/ft. The cost of the power supply is being investigated 

. as~a 1'uricti-on of power" output -and such variabl-es as power rating of individual 
rectif:ler tub~s. ·-The pulse length is not yet speci~ied although figures row 
being considered are for pulse lengths between 15 and30 milliseconds and with 
a repetition rate of between 2 and 8 per second~ Farly is now in the east 
discussing with General Electric the .cost of power supplies as a function of these 
variables. It is planned to design the L-1 cavity so thAt the end walls are 
movable and to provide it with a large number of transmission line ports • 
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Seven oscillators will be required if the present oscillator design is useda 
If the cavity is used to test higher powered oscillators~ which is one of its 
design functions, it will be necessary to absorb power external to the cavity 
by the use of one or more additional transmission lines feeding resistance 
loads. 

Panofsky said that he has made calculations regarding the possible X-ray levels 
resulting from the operation of the L-1 test cavity~ Since one of the purposes 
of this test cavity will be to determine ultimate field gradients it will 
o~oasionally be loaded to high level~ Under such loading it would be possible 
to get as· much as 5 megawatts in electron loading. This would produce an X=ray 
intensity at the outside of the tank of ca 2500 R/sec~ and would thus give a 
lethal dose of X-r~ with a single pulse of the beam~ An attenuation factor 
of the order of 10'~ would be required to reduce this intensity to a tolerance 
dose. This corresponds to about 12 feet of ordinary concrete~ This shielding 
thickness could be reduced by a factor of about 2~ 5 through the use of iron
loaded concrete; Due to th'e high intensity of X-rays within the shield the 
design of openings in the shielding for periscopes and transmission lines 
becomes quite critical because of the health hazard.. This X-ray level in the 
L-1 tank is higher than estimated for Mark I because there is more power avail
able to the cavity and since the voltage per gap is much higher .. 

Hildebrand said that we will have to review, with regard to cost and time sched
ule, the modifications of the L-1 cavity as indicated from such calculations as 
Panofsky has just given: As originally conceived, the L-1 cavity was intended 
for use in conjunction with Mark I. Recent modifications which have increased 
the tank length from 19 to 40 feet and may increase the shielding from 3 to 12 
feet; ·The test cavity is now beginning to appear to be about a 3 megabuck under
taking. It thus has become comparable to Mark I as regards cost and time of 
construction. Further, it does not now appea~ that it will be available for 
test use until after the completion of Mark I; 

Panofsky pointed out that there is now an additional purpose for the L~l cavity 
in that it· is desired to use it to test the high energy end of Mark II. This 
has increased the power supply requirements and the time schedule.. ~he net 
result is'.that :this :test cavity is now directed more to the solution 'of problems 
eoricernirig ·Mark II than Matk I. Hildebrand said that the point of his remarks 
was to em:'lhasize that under the present schedule this cavity will not be avail
able before the completion of Mark I and to make sure that everyone was in 
agreement as to the development which has been taking place on its design and 
purposes. Longacre said that the primary purposes for this test cavity are 
now about S in number; (These reasons are listed as an editorial note on 
page 2 of last week' s· minutes.) 

Alvarez said that we will have to wait until we get a more firm idea of what 
we· want for the L-1 cavity and then determine the funds required to oonstruct 
it~ Powell said that they will be required shortly to make commitments on funds 
required for the next 9 months' period. Lawrence said that the additional 
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shielding for this test cavity will not be required until after July 1~ 1951 
so that we can proceed with this cavity on at least a partial basis. 

Powell asked if the Mark !I machine is to have a tank diameter of 35 or 60 feet~ 
Alvarez said that our m~st recent discussions have been on the basis of a 
60-foot tank diameter. .('Ed.· Note: The tank will taper from a d:i,.ameter of 
60 feet to 40 feet? Cope said this size is important as regards budget con= 
siderations and that they are submitting the budget on the basis of a 60-foot 
tank diameter. In answer to a question from Powell~ Lawrence said that the 
L-1 cavity will be large enough so that test results obtained through its use 
can be extraPOlated and applied to Mark I~ with reasonable aecuracy~ 

• Brobeck said there has recently been raised some question as to the design of 
the rf .ioint in the supuorting stems for each of the drift tubes.. In the 
original desi~ of this ,joint it was assumed that the currents would run eir
cumferentially around the stem with little or no vertical component~ It 
aupea.rs now that this assumption is not correct but that the currents will 
run up and down as well as around the stem. They will run predominantly 
ver'ti..,ally in the central region of the supporting stems and predominantly 
horizontally near the ends~ There will therefore probably be ecnsiderable 
current crossing this ,joint no matter where it is placed along the stem~ There 
will also be some perturbation of the idealized .flow pattern because the drift 
tube stems will be straight, whereas the field pattern will not be. The design 
of the joint is further complicated on the first full drift tube by virtue of 
the fact that ther~ will be a magnetic force in cne direction only which will 
produce a. bending moment at the joint which will result in a compr~ssion on one 
side and a relieving of pressure on the other~ This latter effect will 

. undoubten.ly nrove very troublesome unless the joint is carefully designed since 
it will lead to sparking ·when the pressure on one side of the rf ,joint is 
relieved. In order to minimize this effect the magnet for the first full drift 
tube is being redesigned to increase the amount of iron so as to reduce the 
stray field and "eonsequently the magnetic force on this drift tube.. Sewell 
said that it now appears that in order to get this force reduced to the desired 
magnitude it wilT probably ·be necessary to go back rather close to the design 
\~There one had ontifuum efficiency of the magnet and a field strength in the 
iron of 1~,000 gauss. 

Brobeck said that the use of tangential magnetic fields along the outer surfaces 
of the drift tubes for the purpose of preventing electron emission does not 
look as promising now as originally.. Estimates now are that at best such 
tangential fields will reduce the electron emission. by not mueh more than a 
factor of two. 

·panofsky said in addition to the rf joint on the drift tube stems they are 
·also a little worried a.bout the design, of the rf joints for the tank door and 
the fastening of the movable end walls to the cylindrical surface of the cavity. 
He said they are now designing, for installations in the old eanteen room of 
Building 10, a coaxial line with a power requirement of about 50 K\1\f and t·o 
Produee l'!urrent densities _of about 100 amperes per inch. This will be used 
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for the purpose of testing various types of rf joints. Brobeck said this equip
, ment is now under design and should be completed in about one montho 

Sewell reported on the measurements of shunt impedance and Q on .the 1/lOth scale 
model of Mark I. The measured shunt impedance is 115 x 106 ohms.. The value of 
Q obtained by integrating the magnetic field is 265 ~000 9 while the Q obtained 
from the frequency shift observed is 225~000. One would then expect the actual 
shunt impedance to be lower than the above value by the ratio of these Q values. 
The power required on the basis of the higher shunt impedance is 8 .. 9 megawatts 
while'that required on the basis of the lower shunt impedance would be lO .. e mega
watts. The difference between these two values is about 15 percent .. The.above 
figures are full-seale with regard to Mark I and were measured under CW operation 

. of the 1/lOth seale model using a liner which' did not contain pumping slots.. He 
said th~ will endeavor to determine the reason for the 15% discrepancy between 
measured and caleula ted values of Q.· Specifieally 9 they will eXa.min e the "losses 
in the joint structure between the drift tube stems and the liner., Also these 
measurements will be repeated using a section of the cavity provided with hooded 
pumping slots to the proper seale. In this test a piece of steel will be used 
opposite the section containing the pumping slots to simulate the wall of the 
vacuum chamber. In making the above measurements the magnetic field was inte
grated along three different radii and gave values differing by only 3 or 4 
percent. The magnetic field was also integrated over the surface of one entire 
quadrant of the tank and H2dV was integrated over the entire volume of one 
quadrant, using small volume increments. Panofsky s.aid that refined measure= 
ments should be repeated using an empty cavity to d'etermine whether this 15% 
error between measured and ealeulated Q lies in the method employed or in the 
surface resistivity of oopper. ["M. Note: Recent results indicate that the 
surface c~nductivity of silver plating is less than had been expected., This 
may ae~ount for much of this dis erepancy ~7 

Lofgren said they have been spending considerable time in the last week or two 
drawing up specifications of the injector which will be built in Building 51 
(:Bevatron Building). He said they have tested another of the General Electric 
cathodes; The most recent cathode is one in which the lanthanum boride is 
fus.ed on graphite rather than tungsten; The boride is supposed to adhere more 
fir.mly to the gra~hite than to the tungsten. However 9 the loss of the boride 
appears to be through evaporation. This particular cathode had a lanthanum 
boride layer about 1/16 of an inch thick~ 1/3 of which evaporated in a 4-hour 
run· with a. duty ·cycle of O .. OOL It therefor~ does not appear that this type of 
cathode will ·prove satis·fa,ct'Ory unl-ess it proves satisfactory to incorporate 
the lanthanum boride throughout a tough base material rather than use it as a 
surface layer. Meanwhile, the Phillips type cathode has been doing quite well 
in that although they have destroyed some of the cathodes by overheating they 
have not yet exhausted any of them in runs which have extended as much as 60 
hours~ They are also continuing tests on a method of removing the ions from 
the arc by low vqltage acceleration using close spacing ( ca 1/811 ) between the 
grid and the arco These ions would then be accelerated to 80 KV in several 
steps of moderate voltage; This type of source has given the total ion currents 
between 1/2 and 1 ampere from a disc of about 1~ 11 diameter. 
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L~ngacre said that on the electron model of Mark I the ratio between input and 
output electron currents is about 3 to 1~ This is significant since it constitutes 
an approximate confirmation of the estimated phase acceptance angle of 150°~ 
Some difficulties have been experienceq in stabilizing the operation of this model 
due to such troubles as multipactoring~ A new high power oscillator is being 
built in order to allow the cavity to be baked out properly. Martinelli said 
they will also have to replace the present iron core drift tube magnets with air 
core magnets in order to get away from the non-uniform magnetic fields Which are 
introducing considerable astigmatism in the beam. Alvarez asked What should be 
the theoretical ratio of innut to output current for a phase acceptance angle 
of 1500. Panofsky said· this ratio should be 360/150 .. 

Norton said that the B-1 test cavity operated several hours during the last week 
with 1-megawatt peak rf pulses.. The oscillator is undergoing continuing tests 
at about this level pending the receipt of a new 11 ha t 11 . structure for the anode 
of the Rr.A 5831 tube. This new hat is expected to suppress a parasitic condi
tion which now exists~ Several of the pr~vious parasitic suppressors have burned 
out at this level of operation. The next step after the try-out of the new hat 
structure will be to go to vacuum operation of the load, but this will not be 
attempted unUl the rf electronic crowbar has b·een tested satisfactorily in 
vacuum using the xr. equirmert • 

Van Atta said that bombardments of lithium and lithium deuteride have been per
formed on the 184" eyt'llotron using ·190-Mev deuterons in order to determine 
neutron yields., The numbers are a bit preliminary; however, the lithium metal 
itself gave yields that were identical with yields from beryllium within exper
:!menta.l error; Lithium deuteride gave yields of the same order; The major 
difference ··is --the variation of the yield with the thickness of the secondary 
target. The over-all yield of neutrons per deuteron at 190 Mev is about 3. 

Martin outli.n ed the reasons behind the desires of UCRL to use Myvosea.l rubber in 
preference to Hycar rubber a.s gasket material for Mark I even though there is a 
price difference of approximately $28,000. He said that DPI has developed a 
method of measuring vapor pressures of. gasket materials which assumes that the 
gasket a.ets like a boiling liquid .from which a volatile component is distilled. 
The vanor pressure o.f the volatile component is measured in a vacuum system 
pumped through an orifice having an area of less than 1% of the exposed surface 
area. of the rubber s~ple under test. On this basis the vapor pressure of 
Myvos eal. is L 4 x 1o-o, Whereas that of Hycar is 5 x 10-6. It appears that 
Myvoseal will be worth the additional $28,000 in view of the reduction in vapor 
pressure by a factor of 3; Alvarez questioned the adequacy of the theory under
lying-the determination of these vapor pressures on the basis that it neglected 
the diff-erence hetwe·en the rate· of surface evaporation and the rate of diffu
sion ,.,hieh would result in an impoverishment of the surface of the rubber with 
respect to the volatile component. Martin said that DPI has considerable 
laboratory data which seem to validate this concept of vapor pressureQ McMillan 
said that the rate of diffusion of the volatile component within the rubber 
is probably fast with respect to the rate of evaporation .. 
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Professor Lawrence said that Earl Stevenson~ of the Arthur D. Little Company~ 
had suggested the use of liquid helium cooled traps in the pumps for Mark I 
and Mark II which would serve to condense out everything but the residual 
helium. A rough calculation by Martin indicated that one square foot of sur
face at the temperature of liquid helium would have a pumping speed 'of about 
ljOOO~OOO cubic feet per minute '~ich is approximately equal to 100 32-inch 
diffusion pumps. Lawrence said that a rough estimate of power requirement 
would be one horsepower per square foot of surface so eooledQ An engineering 
study of this suggestion will be made. .['Ed. Note~ This method no longer 
looks too interestinr,; because of the heating of the liquid helium by the high 
X:-ray flux.!.? 

Twitchell said that winding of the eoils for the drift tube magnets has begun; 
they·now have 30% of the copper on handj with the balance due for delivery next 
week; 

Russell H. Ball 
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